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Abstract: Even though there is extensive work on migrants in post-apartheid South Africa, their encounters with racial identification questions on bureaucratic forms and their reactions thereof is understudied. This paper addresses this gap by interviewing Eritrean migrants to examine how they reacted when they encountered racial identification questions on official forms. The results reported here form part of a larger study involving forty-six participants that explored various themes. Participants reported they encountered race questions on forms and interpreted racial identification questions on bureaucratic forms as constructions that are at odds with forms of self-definition prevalent in their country of origin. Interpretations of South African racial categorization system as incompatible with their sense of identity reveals the limits of such categories, particularly in the context of increased migration flows to the country.
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African Migrations to South Africa

After the advent of democracy in 1994, post-apartheid South Africa has attracted a large numbers of asylum seekers and economic migrants, especially those from the African continent. Most African asylum seekers fled, inter alia, political upheavals, repression, and civil wars. Increased migration to South Africa has, however, created an environment in which some citizens accuse migrants of various social ills such as crime and of taking away jobs from citizens. Yet it is hard for migrants to find employment in the formal sector, so they resort to making a living in the informal economy as hawkers and other types of entrepreneurs. So on the one hand, migrants find themselves in a country with a progressive constitution that provides migrants rights and protection. Refugees and asylum seekers have a right to work, study, and conduct business. Yet migrants also find themselves in a post-apartheid socio-political context in which they are excluded and othered from national belonging both by legislation and political discourse. The post-apartheid state adopted an exclusionist citizenship in which national belonging is based on indigeneity, and migrants, particularly of African origin, are often seen as undesirable.
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Many studies have examined migrant experiences in post-apartheid South Africa in reference to the causes and nature of xenophobia. Others have studied topics related to refugee livelihoods, migration policy, passing strategies by migrants, migrant wellbeing, and human rights. Despite this, research is scant on migrant encounters with racial identification questions on official forms or what meanings they gave to race questions on bureaucratic forms. This article is a response to the paucity of such research and explores experiences of Eritrean migrants and their interpretation of the South African racial categorization system.

The main arrival of Eritreans in South Africa started when over six hundred Eritreans were sent by the University of Asmara to pursue undergraduate and postgraduate studies between 1999 and 2001. Of these, some migrated to other destinations while others remained in South Africa. Following the students, other Eritreans have also arrived in search of asylum due to repressive political leadership at home. There were 1,978 recognized Eritrean migrants in South Africa by the end of 2017. Most make a living as owners of grocery and clothing stores as do their Somali and Ethiopian counterparts, although there are some university students and others in various professional jobs.

A few studies focus on Eritrean migrants in South Africa. For example, Araia examined Eritrean forced migrants’ journeys to Johannesburg and their constant ambitions to re-migrate to Western countries as final destinations. He found a significant role of migrant diasporic networks in facilitating these journeys. In her study of an Eritrean human rights movement based in South Africa, Hepner explored the impact of the movement on political reform back in Eritrea. Tewolde also studied how Eritrean refugees described their lived experiences in South Africa. He found that participants characterized their existence both in negative and positive terms. Studies on Eritrean refugees in South Africa, however, did not examine encounters with the racial classification system and how they make sense of race-based social organization in South Africa. This study addresses such a gap. The article’s main research question is: how do migrants make sense of race questions on official forms, and what does their experience reveal about the relevance of racial identification questions on bureaucratic forms for refugees in post-apartheid South Africa? Drawing on the informant experiences with South African racial categories, the article maintains that their interpretations of the South African racial categorization system as incompatible with their sense of identity reveals the limits of such categories, particularly in the context of increased migration flows to the country.

Migrant Encounters with Race Questions

Migration scholars have studied how immigrants originating from countries with different social differentiation systems navigate racial categorization systems in host countries. Most of the studies are focused on migrants in the United States. Rodríguez examined how immigrants from Latin American countries with different social classification systems answered questions of race on the U.S. census. She found that the majority checked “other,” thereby distancing themselves from established U.S. racial categories. Rodríguez also noted that many of them wrote in their country of origin as their racial identity, effectively redefining the assumptions on which U.S. racial categories are based. In her study of how Brazilian immigrants in the U.S. responded to race questions on the census, Marrow found that the second generation was more likely to select a common U.S. racial category than their first-generation counterparts who
predominantly checked “other.” In Brazil, racial identity is often linked to one’s social-class status rather than purely to phenotype, and the categories “white” and “black” carry some different social meanings than in the U.S. Reinforcing these findings, McDonnell and Lourenço also showed that first-generation Brazilian women in the U.S. felt confused when “asked about their self-defined racial identification” on forms while describing U.S. racial classifications as irrelevant to their sense of self. Vargas-Ramos’ study of responses to questions of racial identity on official forms also showed that mainland and island-born Puerto Ricans who were integrated in mainland society selected a common U.S. racial category. Newly-arrived islanders, however, preferred to self-define in terms of their Puerto Rican heritage rather than U.S. racial labels. Similarly, Morning’s study of Indian migrants in the U.S. found that the foreign-born or less acculturated were more likely to resist U.S. racial categories than those more acculturated. The above studies show the centrality of generational status and levels of integration/acculturation in shaping whether immigrants adopt or resist forms of identity categories in the host country. The present study was conducted in a different racial context and builds on such international literature.

The literature on racialization of migrants in South Africa is scant. A few studies have examined encounters of migrants with the South African racial classification system and their patterns of self-identification. For example, Vandeyar examined how African and Asian immigrants experienced racial ascription as “Black” and “Asian” finding that migrants largely emphasized ethnic heritage rather than race to define themselves in everyday life. Abdi also found that Somali migrants defined themselves in terms of their religious identity as “Muslim” and distanced themselves from self-identifying as “Black.” But such studies have focused on migrant social interactions with local South Africans. This study is interested in examining encounters of refugees with race questions on bureaucratic/official forms rather than on everyday interaction.

In order to make sense the ways in which Eritrean refugees navigate the South African racial classification scheme, it is important to contextualize their experience by discussing the different systems of social differentiation in the country of origin and the host society. The difference between the South African race classification system and the Eritrean ethno-linguistic social differentiation system is linked to their different histories. South Africa is characterized by a long tradition of race-based social divisions. In Eritrea, the predominant mechanism is culture/language based social classification. It is therefore within this context of differing social classification contexts that the experiences of Eritrean refugees in South Africa can be understood. Berry noted that:

A complete study of acculturation would need to start with a fairly comprehensive examination of the two societal contexts: that of origin and that of settlement. In the society of origin, the cultural characteristics that accompany individuals into the acculturation process need description, in part to understand (literally) where the person is coming from and in part to establish cultural features for comparison with the society of settlement as a basis for estimating an important factor to be discussed later, that of ‘cultural distance.’
**Race-based Social Classification in South Africa**

The official classification of the South African society into four major racial categories emerged after 1948 when the National Party took power. This government introduced various racist laws to differentially allocate economic resources, social status, and political power by classifying the South African society into supposedly distinct racial categories. Those constructed as white benefited disproportionately from such race-based distribution of opportunity. Other racialized groups such as Coloured, Indian, and particularly Black South Africans were excluded. After the advent of democracy in 1994, the same four racial categories have still been used by various government and non-government institutions to redress race-based allocation of opportunity in the past. Black South Africans are now given preferential treatment in various sectors.

Posel noted that the persistence of historical racial categories on official forms in post-apartheid South Africa actually has enhanced race-consciousness. Some scholars have criticized the use of historical racial categories in contemporary South Africa. For example, Alexander argued against the continued use of racial categories on forms citing that such practice further entrenches social divisions created by the apartheid state. Reinforcing Alexander’s argument, Maré also argues against the continued racialization of the South African society through official classifications and calls for their termination. Goldberg argued that despite the ideology of non-racialism espoused by the African National Congress (ANC), the post-Apartheid state still “reinstate[d] the very racial configurations it is expressly committed to challenging” by continuing to classify South Africans in terms of historical racial categories. South Africa can therefore be described as a “racial state.” According to Goldberg, one of the characteristic features of a racial state is that it “define[s] populations into racially identified groups…” such as through “…census taking, and bureaucratic forms.” It is within the context of a racial state that Eritrean refugees and asylum seekers and other migrant communities in post-apartheid South Africa find themselves.

**Social Differentiation in Eritrea**

Eritrean migrants in South Africa originate from a society where the official social classification system is derived from nine ethno-linguistic groups rather than race-based categories. The nine linguistic groups recognized by the state are: Rashaida, Saho, Tigre, Tigrinya, Afar, Bilen, Hedareb, Kunama, and Nara. The group boundary marking the ethnicities is language and culture as opposed to physical appearance, and the Eritrean state does not collect race-based data as there is a wide range of phenotypic variation within members of most ethnic groups. There are no official categories of skin color in Eritrea. Ethno-linguistic differentiation in Eritrea, therefore, does not point to differences in physical characteristics. Among the Tigrinya ethnic group, for example, people might refer to skin color to describe individuals rather than as being members of a particular racial/skin color category. There are a wide range of color descriptors used to describe individuals skin tones.

The Tigrinya ethnomlinguistic identity refers to a sense of belonging to one’s ethnic group while an Eritrean identity refers to a sense of belonging to a civic national identity that transcends affiliation to one’s linguistic identity. One of the dominant forms of self-identification is a supra-ethnic national identity as Eritrean. The origin of an Eritrean national
identity consciousness comprising a multi-ethnic body emerged when the Italians occupied the region by the end of the nineteenth-century and created a territory to the north of Ethiopia which they named Eritrea.\textsuperscript{42} The Italian colonial state administered an ethnically/culturally heterogeneous Eritrean society characterized by identification systems based on religion, region, culture, and language.\textsuperscript{43} Even though the Italian colonial state (1889-1941) effectively introduced racial apartheid in Eritrea by excluding indigenes from various rights and privileges allocated to settlers, it did not introduce race to hierarchize the different groups as members of most ethnic groups in Eritrea are phenotypically diverse.

In post-colonial contemporary Eritrea, a dominant form of identification is based on a common national identity.\textsuperscript{44} A national identity is tied to the government’s nation building efforts in light of an ethno-linguistically, religiously, and regionally differentiated society. An overarching supra-ethnic civic national identity refers to a common national identity that transcends a sense of belonging to sub-national affiliations.\textsuperscript{45} The government’s nation building policies are intended to strengthen social cohesion among the disparate linguistic groups and to minimize religion and regional based affiliations.\textsuperscript{46} Despite the government’s efforts to get society to coalesce around a common national identity, ethnic and regional based identities are still salient.\textsuperscript{47}

Another form of identification prevalent among the Tigrinya ethnic group is Habesha.\textsuperscript{48} Habesha, also claimed by some members of the Amhara ethnic group in Ethiopia, is often associated with superiority.\textsuperscript{49} Those who claim Habesha identity see themselves as different from other Africans.\textsuperscript{50} However, despite the myth of Habesha superiority, the Tigrinya and other ethnic groups which claim it are not phenotypically homogenous. In Eritrea, hierarchical social relations tend to be based on perceived cultural distinctions rather than referring to racial groups, which do not exist in the country.\textsuperscript{51} For example, some Tigrinya look down on other cultural groups as less civilized and backward while seeing themselves as more civilized.\textsuperscript{52} Dirar argues that such attitudes has roots in the Italian colonial period where Tigrinya Eritreans saw themselves as more civilized than Ethiopians.\textsuperscript{53}

When Eritreans immigrate to the racially organized South African socio-cultural context, therefore, they bring with them notions of self-definition that are different from those prevalent in South Africa. Many migrant groups originate from countries where social differentiation systems are different from South Africa’s race-based social classification framework. Bailey describes such an encounter as “clash of social categorization systems.”\textsuperscript{54} Warner also notes that “all immigrants experience conflicts of social identity when confronted by the necessity of remaking their [identities].”\textsuperscript{55}

Racialization Theory

This study adopts ‘racialization’ as an analytical framework to make sense of encounters of study participants with racial identification questions on official forms. Racialization can be defined as ascribing racial labels to individuals on official forms who never self-identified in racial terms before. This is in line with Omi and Winant’s definition of racialization as “the extension of racial meaning to a previously racially unclassified relationship or group.”\textsuperscript{56} Reference to “different types of human bodies” is central to the process of racial classification.\textsuperscript{57} Such conceptualization reflects the social reality of some countries, such as the U.S. and South
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Africa, where phenotype-based social organization is dominant. Racialization theory is informed by a social constructionist paradigm in which racial categorization is culturally and historically specific rather than existing as a biologically objective and universally uniform system. According to Omi and Winant, racial categories are not only formed and adopted but also resisted and transformed by individuals/groups.

Some scholars have critiqued the concept of racialization and argue that it be removed from the conceptual toolbox of scholars. For example, Miles and Brown argue that since there are no biologically distinct races, the continued use of the concept reifies supposed human differences that do not exist in reality. Miles and Brown further contend that “social scientists have prolonged the life of an idea [racialization] that should be consigned to the dustbin of analytically useless terms.” St. Louis also argues that “given the fallaciousness of the race idea, racialization reinforces the [idea] of biological processes of constituting racial groups as real.” However, this study argues that the concept racialization is useful in capturing the political and social reality of ascribing phenotype-based labels to members of a society. Racialization as an analytic concept is therefore useful in making sense of the ways in which Eritrean refugees and asylum seekers in South Africa confront official forms that require classifying themselves racially.

**Methodology**

As the aim of the study is to explore how participants experienced and made sense of race questions on bureaucratic forms, an interpretative phenomenological analysis (IPA) approach was adopted to gather and analyze data. Smith et al. recommend IPA as a useful approach to examine how a social phenomenon is experienced and understood from the perspective of research participants. In conducting IPA research, the primary focus is identifying the participants’ experiences of a particular phenomenon and how they make sense of it.

This paper forms part of a larger project involving forty-six participants. Subjects were recruited using snowball and convenience sampling and the research sites selected were Durban, Cape Town, and Johannesburg. The researcher explained the project, which was to examine their encounters with South Africa’s racial classification system and what meanings they attach to their encounters. Participants signed consent forms and the researcher assured them that their participation was voluntary and that they were free to withdraw at any stage of the interview if they wished to do so. Pseudonyms were used when referring to participants and certain identifying characteristics have been removed from this article to maintain anonymity.

All study participants were Tigrinya, the largest Eritrean ethnic group in South Africa. Open-ended interview questions elicited participant encounters with race questions on various official forms and what meanings they gave to their experiences. Interviews were in Tigrinya, the first language of the researcher and study participants, usually lasting about one hour. Interviews were recorded and transcribed. Analysis of data focused on identifying instances of encounters with race questions on forms and the meanings participants attached to their racialization by official forms. Participants were asked about their encounters with racial categories in South Africa and how they reacted to being asked to self-classify in racial terms on forms. Nine participants (over 20 percent) of the participants reported they encountered race
questions on various administrative forms and interpreted racial identification questions on bureaucratic forms as constructions that are at odds with forms of self-definitions prevalent in their country of origin.

**Encountering Racial Identification Questions**

Those participants who reported confronting a race question on bureaucratic forms related that they were largely baffled and confused by the experience. All of such participants were first-generation refugees or asylum seekers who migrated to South Africa as adults. They comprised university students, employees at various institutions, and traders. Most of them have lived in South Africa between six and twelve years. The participants resided in neighborhoods inhabited largely by Eritrean, Ethiopian, and other African migrant communities. Participants were socially connected to Eritrean and Ethiopian communities in the areas they resided.

Selam, a 28-year-old who has lived in South Africa for eight years related her experiences with racial identification questions on university admission forms. Selam resides in an ethnic enclave where Ethiopians, Eritreans, and other migrants of African origin predominate.

> When I was filling out registration forms last year, there was this question that asked about my race. It asked me to select [a race], from a list... and what surprised me was that it said it was compulsory to answer the question and that it shouldn’t be skipped. After that, it asked for my nationality. For me it was an uncommon question, you know. Many of us here in this country come from different countries; we do not really know what to do when answering race questions.... I mean, why would they think that all students self-identify in terms of the racial categories found on such forms? Many of us here in this country are from different countries. We do not really know what to do when answering such questions of race, you know.\(^{63}\)

As a post-graduate student, Selam has come across race questions on multiple occasions. Even though she has lived in South Africa for eight years, she still resisted to self-classify and interprets the practice as “uncommon.” Selam stressed the irrelevance of the South African racial classification system to people originating “from different countries” due a mismatch in practices of self-identification.

Lemlem, a third-year university student, also recounted her experiences of encountering race questions on scholarship forms. Lemlem lives and socializes in her predominantly Tigrinya community. She has lived in South Africa for seven years:

> Yes, I have encountered such [race] questions. I came across race questions on many forms. For example, you are asked a question about your race scholarship forms. It requires you to check one of the races on the list. Then I asked myself, “Where is my identity reflected on these [race] choices?” because the available choices are only relevant to South Africans only. They don’t represent my identity. My identity isn’t represented [on the boxes]. But you cannot leave the boxes unanswered because it is compulsory to tick one of the boxes. I don’t have any other option; you are not free to choose the true identity that describes you. They
ask you to tick Black, Coloured, Indian, and White... I only truly self-identify as Habesha.64

Lemlem emphasizes the restrictive and prescriptive nature racial identification questions on various administrative forms. Questions of race on bureaucratic forms were experienced as coercive and irrelevant. Lemlem instead pronounces Habesha as her authentic self-identity.

Merhawit, a 29-year-old who works at a government department, has been living in South Africa for ten years in a neighborhood where there is a visible concentration of Ethiopians, Eritreans, Somalis, and other Africans. As a form of resistance to imposed racialized labels, she constructs an Eritrean identity:

I was completing performance assessment forms two months ago and the race question was there. It asked I should select from one of the races whether I was White, Black, Coloured or Indian...So, ya, I have had that experience. For us foreigners it can be difficult to select a race, so it really made me uncomfortable to answer such a question. This is because I am not a South African. Such questions are relevant to South Africans only. Because it reflects their history and their culture, but it [race] is not relevant to me... I self-identify myself as Eritrean. The racial categories in this country do not really describe my self-identity. They do not even reflect who I am.65

Here again, local racial categories are interpreted as constructions that are at odds with identities which non-South Africans brought from home. Differences in 'history' and 'culture' are invoked by Merhawit to justify the irrelevance of racial categories to non-South Africans. Her prolonged stay in the country for ten years and her socio-economic integration into formal employment in South Africa did not seem to have a bearing on her adaptation to local norms of racial self-identification.

A 32-year-old businessman, Semere, related that when he was confronted with racial identification questions on an immigration form, he described race classification questions on administrative forms as incompatible with the self-definitions of non-South African migrants living in the country.

A few weeks ago, I went...to apply for my permanent residence permit and they handed me a form to complete, and on that form I was asked, “Are you Black, Indian or Coloured?” Then I asked myself ‘Why are they asking me to choose one race’? Why don’t they ask me about my country of origin?” For example, rather than asking me about what race I am, why didn’t they ask me about which country I am from?” To me such questions are confusing and especially for us foreigners because we are not South Africans...I see myself as an Eritrean rather than Black, White, etc.66

For Semere, two identity categories collide at the moment of encountering racial categories on forms: the national identity with which he identified and South African racial categories from which he distanced himself. Even though Semere has lived in the country for eight years, his social integration into the host society is limited as he inhabits and interacts socially with members of the Eritrean and Ethiopian communities.
Liya is a 27-year-old stay-at-home mother. She encountered a question on hospital forms that asked for her race when she was admitted to hospital to deliver her baby. Liya’s social interaction with South Africans is minimal and instead she lives within and is socially connected to the Eritrean community. She has lived in South Africa for seven years.

I went to this hospital...as my delivery day was approaching. So the nurse handed me a form; the nurse explained to me that I should complete the form...so the form asked me about my personal information, such as age...etc. Then next on the form, it asked me to select my racial category; then I was stuck and could not answer. I see myself as Tigrinya, Habesha and as an Eritrean rather than as one of the races I was asked to select on the form...I approached the nurse and asked her if I could skip the question that asked about my race because I didn’t know which one to choose. The question had options such as “Are you White, are you Black, are you Indian?” etc. But I didn’t know which one to choose. The nurse insisted that the question shouldn’t be skipped and that it was compulsory that I select one race. It is really confusing. I don’t know why they asked me such a question.67

As a way to distance herself from South African racial identity labels, Liya constructed three identifications: ethno-linguistically Tigrinya, culturally Habesha, and nationality Eritrean. The expression of these three identifications emerged in the context of imposed racial labels on bureaucratic documents. The compulsory ticking of a race box for migrants highlights the coercive and assimilative aspect of bureaucratic questions that do not reflect self-identification practices of non-South African communities.

In the above examples, first-generation migrants resisted racial identification questions on various administrative forms. Some constructed a cultural Habesha identification, others invoked an Eritrean nationality identification, while others mobilized a combination of cultural (Habesha), ethno-linguistic (Tigrinya), and nationality (Eritrean) identifications as a way of asserting their identities. All of the participants resided and were socially connected within Eritrean and Ethiopian communities. Despite their prolonged stay in the country, participants still resisted identifying with South African racial categories. Participants encounters with various bureaucratic forms was principally due to their documented status in the country. Undocumented migrants tend to have less contact with administrative forms and hence fewer encounters with race identification questions.

Discussion

Cornell and Hartmann argue that in racially/ethnically organized social systems, individuals usually experience identity conflict between “assigned” identity labels imposed on individuals and “assertive” identifications preferred by individuals.68 The assigned racial identity participants experienced when required to identify their race is captured by Omi and Winant’s definition of racialization.69 This is relevant to the experiences of imposed racialization by the “previously racially unclassified” participants through administrative forms that extend a South African racial classification system to non-South Africans. This extension of racial meaning to Eritreans met with resistance.70 However, participants’ agency to assert their own identities was constrained by the limited choice of options. Rodriguez noted that when immigrants face
imposed racialization on official forms, they are pressured to adopt racial labels available in the host country at the expense of their ethnicity/culture-based identification systems. In the case of South Africa, migrants from Africa have been othered and excluded by the post-apartheid state. Their positioning as undesirables has prompted African migrants to carve out ethnic enclaves in larger cities, and this separation strategy has prompted participants to reject identification with South African categories.

Berry’s concept of “cultural compatibility” or “cultural distance” is also useful in understanding why participants were uncomfortable with race questions on forms. Berry argued that if migrants are unfamiliar with a host country’s identities and norms, adapting takes more time. This is especially the case if social classification systems in the host society and country of origin are dissimilar. In addition to cultural distance, the host society’s ethos of reception also appears to have shaped the attitudes of participants toward South African identities. This is why length of stay in South Africa did not seem to have helped participants adapt/acculturate to South African categories. Xenophobia, exclusion, and the othering of African migrants have driven Eritreans, like other Africans, to form ethnic enclaves in major South African cities and this has prevented acculturation to identities of the host society. Berry argued that lack of “contact” and “participation” in a host society prompts migrants to hold onto their own identities due to marginalization and othering of the host society.

The findings of this study support existing literature on migrant racialization experiences and their reactions in the U.S., such as Rodriguez’s study of Latin American immigrants, Morning’s study of Asian Indian immigrants, Marrow’s and McDonnell’s studies of Brazilian immigrants, and Vargas-Ramos’ study of Puerto Ricans. Such studies found that immigrants in the U.S. who originated from countries with different social categorization systems resisted the American racial classification system. Furthermore, the authors suggested that the generational status of the immigrants they studied shaped their rejection of American categories: first-generation immigrants generally distance themselves more from host-society’s identity categories.

In relation to the literature on race in South Africa, the present study’s finding is novel. Scholars of race in post-apartheid South Africa have examined the continuity of racial classification; however much of the scholarship on race has been focused on South African nationals and experiences of migrants with racial classification did not feature in their analysis. In the South African context, Vandeyar’s work on African refugees and Abdi’s study of Somalis also found that their participants distanced themselves from identifying in terms of South African racial categories. However, the focus of their studies was on every day social interactions; the present study’s focus and its finding was on interactions with bureaucratic forms.

Conclusion

The study set out to explore the ways in which first-generation Eritrean migrants experienced and reacted to race questions on official forms in South Africa. Participants problematized the South African racial categorization system by interpreting it as a system that is at odds with identities they brought from home. Such resistance by refugees speaks to the limits of South African racial categories in the context of increased migration flows to the country. Scholars
studying race in South Africa have focused on citizens and migrants’ encounters with race have rarely been explored. This paper, therefore, urges scholars to also incorporate migrant communities in the analysis of race in post-apartheid South Africa.

In light of migrant resistance to being classified in racial terms, will the South African racial categories expand or transform to include other identity categories that reflect identity claims of migrants? South Africa might follow the U.S. in incorporating other forms of social categories. U.S. racial categories expanded to include categories that reflect immigrant demographics, as well as other previously unrecognized identities. In light of identification preferences of emerging migrant groups in post-apartheid South Africa, the state needs to reconsider the traditional racial categories which only reflect the history of South Africa and do not acknowledge the present. Such expansion is important for visibility and recognition of new communities in post-apartheid South Africa.\textsuperscript{81}

More research is needed to explore the ways migrants from other geographic origins react to racial identification on forms to determine if resistance to the South African racial classification system is shared by other migrant groups. Future researchers can also examine how second-generation migrants react to racial identification questions on forms.
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